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Dr. Landis TO Be Honored
By Health Center Dedication
by Cecily Mam~o
all three years as ·a surgeon and by President Thomas Smith. It
"I was tremendously shook. was one of the first doctors in the will culminate tomorrow in a day
Buildings are never named after world to use penicillin. He of ceremonies dedicated to Dr.
people until they've died."
describes his military days as Landis. Homecoming was chosen
Those were the feelings ex- one of the most exciting periods so that Dr. J_.andis could see
pressed by Dr. Ralph V. Landis in his life.
many of the students he has
concerning the renaming of the
After thff war, Dr. Landis known and treated over the
Health Center this Saturday in returned to Lawrence and con- years.
his honor.
tinued as school and team
The events will begin tomorrow
Dr. Landis came to Lawrence physician.
Observing
the at 10:30 a.m. with the unveiling of
University 46 years ago as a progress of Lawrence over the a new cornerstone on the Health
young doctor right out of Rush years, he feels that basically the Center. ·u will read: "Ralph V.
Medical College in Chicago. As a students haven't changed much. Landis Health Center." This will
part-time physician and lecturer They are still as friendly and be followed by a receiving line in
on hygiene, he worked in a small courteous as they were 46 years the lounge in Colman Hall. A
house that was next to Ormsby. ago. One of the reasons Dr. reception and buffet luncheon by
This facility was used until the Landis stayed at Lawrence was invitation only will then be given
present health center was built in the human contact it gave him for personal friends, family,
the 1960's.
and He enjoys taking care of the colleagues, lettermen, and
· During the Depression, Dr. students. He sees the biggest trustee and faculty represenLandis gave medical aid to change in the attitudes toward tatives.
Lawrence students and the drugs, sex, and alcohol.
The ceremonies will end on the
Appleton community often for a
After so many years of hard football field at halftime with a
fraction of the real cost. Dr. work, Dr. Landis is now trying to presentation of various awards.
Landis left Lawrence for three .slowly withdraw from the These will include the Landis
years to become a lieutenant responsibilities of being. a doctor. Endowed Scholarship Fund for a
colonel in the Air Force when He hopes to have more time to deserving pre-med student and
World War II began. He worked pursue his favorite sport of the Ralph V. Landis Scholarship
hunting animals with a camera. Fund for a senior athlete who has
The project to honor Dr. Landis made the most outstanding
for his long service to Lawrence contribution to the Lawrence
University was begun a year ago at~etic program.

Dr. Ralph V. Landis

Homecoming Calendar
Friday, October 20

ALUMNI DINNER, Nino's Steak
House,8:00p.in.
HOMECOMING CONCERT',
"Crazy Horse" and Hugh
Holly, Chapel, 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 21

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST,
REUNION REGISTRATION,
Music-Drama Center, 9:00 a.m.
WELCOME
ADDRESS,
President Thomas S. Smith,
Stansbury Theatre, 9:30 a.m.
125th ANNIVERSARY FILM,
"This is Lawrence," Stansbury
Theatre, 9:45 a.m.
SOCCER VS. RIPON, Institute
Field, 10:00 a.m.
HEALTH
CE N T·E R
DEDICATION, Dr. Ralph V.

Landis honored, Health Center
and Colman Hall, 10:30 a.m.
HOMECOMING
LUNCEHON,
serving until 1 :00 p.m., Downer
Food Center, 10:30 a.m.
CROSS COUNTRY VS. RIPON,
Whiting Field, 12:30 p.m.
ALUMNI CROSS COUNTRY,
Whiting Field, 12:30 p.m.
VS.
RIPON,
FOOTBALL
Lawrence Bowl, 1:30 p.m. .
FIFTH QUARTER COCKTAIL
PARTY, Conway Motor Inn.
4:30 p.m.
REUNlON DINNERS, Riverview country Club, 6:30 p.m.
''MONROE
DOCTRINE,''
bluegrass band, Coffee House,
9:00 p.m.
BOOGIE,
HOMECOMING
Riverview Lounge, 9:00 p.m.

Thanksgiving Meal-Fees
Cause Student Concern
by Paul Donnelly

The decision to make students
pay for Thanksgiving meals this
year has caused some concern
among the student body. It was
first discussed last year by the
faculty after an informal poll
showed that over 35 per cent of
the student body missed Friday
classes after the Thanksgiving
Day break. Early last Spring, the .
faculty voted to extend the
Thanksgiving break so that
students would not miss important lectures at the end of the
term.
When that decision was made,
the Business Office decided that
the students would have to pay
for the extra days. Mr. Wrolstad,
Vice President for Busin~ss
Affairs, explained that the budget
could simply not withstand
feeding those remaining students
for four or five extra days. When
asked how they could afford to
pay for Winter Weekend,
however, he said, "You . cannot
use that as an argument." It
appears that the budget was
drawn up to accommodate those

days while the new Thanksgiving
Days were not accounted for.
The students are receiving the
same amount of meals for their
room and board fee that they
received last year, remarked
Dean Charles Lauter, but the
academic year has been extended four days to accomodate
the new Thanksgiving break. The
expenses of these days are to be
handled by the students who
remain on campus. Classes will
end on Wednesday, Nov. 22 and
begin again on Monday morning,
November 27. The dormitories
will be open during this period
and Colman Hall will be open for
food services. Students may pay
$3.25-for a single day meal ticket,
or twelve dollars for the whole
vacation. Meals may also be
purchased individually at the
following rates: Continental
Breakfast 50c; Lunch $1.30;
Dinner $1.60. The comprehensive
tickets will be available at the
Food Service office in Downer
Center. They must be purchased
before November 17th.
No students were informed of

the decision either efore they
left school in June or on their
room and board bills,according to
Larry Gage, Supervisor of
Student Accounts. Some students
have shown their discontent by
drawing up a petition which is
presently being circulated. One
of the points on the petition is that
the decision is going to affect
most heavily those students who
are on Financial Aid or those who
live too far away to travel for the
short Thanksgiving break~
Wrolstad, whose decision it was
to require students to pay for the
meals, said that the faculty was
aware of this faci: when the
decision was made. He said that
the requirement was not made
after the faculty had made their
decision, and that the faculty was
fully aware of the problems inThomas
volved. However
Headrick Dean of Academic
Affairs claimed that this was not
the ca~e. Althopg_h he was fully
aware of the implications of the
decision at the time Headrick
claimed that it wa~ not considered by the
faculty.

Budget Cuts Don't
Cost Student Jobs
by John Valentine

A recent budget decision cut
back desk jobs to financial aid
students. Contrary to previous
assumptions, this did not result in
fewer jobs for needy Lawrentians.
Last year the decision was
made to cut back 20 P.er cent of
the student and adult 'dormitory
desk jobs. A schedule was made
by the administration, which had
fewer hours of service and· accordingly, fewer total jobs.
At the time, however, apparently several permanent staff
retired and their work was
divided up among the jobless aid
students. The increase in library
was large, but the money to pay
them was still there from the old
job holders. This allowed the
number of jobs to remain constant.
15 Per Cent Budget Cut
There was a reason for a
budget cut in the first place. Mr.
Haynes, director of housing,
reported that the analytic studies
committee last year had a total
budget that needed a 5 per cent
reduction from the year before.
When departmental reports
came in, a 10 per cent increase in
utilities showed up. Since these
are nonalterable costs, a cut of 15
per 'Cent had to be made in either
the academic or service areas.
The obvious choice was to absorb
some of this cost in services.
''This decision was made last
summer. Adult and student desk
_ person~el w~re cut and Sm!th put
out a directive to cut maid service to every other week," said
Haynes. Additionally, for the loss
of communications that was
create~, bells were installed in
extens10~ phones. They no~
operate directly when nobody 1s
at the desks. The cost of this was
640 dollars with a '1:1 dollar per

month operating fee. This was
justified because the school
saved some 10,000 dollars out of a
125,808 dollar student w~ge
allotment.
Priority Reorganization

An important aspect of
financial aid budgeting is the
reorganization of priorities. Last
year, students holding jobs did
not have an aid package or were
not using the job to help their loan
commitment. This year the job
holders are very likely to be
augmenting an aid package.
John Nissen, director of
financial aid, said that this year,
"Most people who want to
work gef to work." He
explained that year the
organization of job distribution
was not good. This year, because
of better programming, Nissen
said, "The · average I.oan is 75
dollars less than last year. '. ' He
added optimistically, '' (This
year) the students are more
responsible and diligent, better
about getting to work on time."
Another positive result in this
move was handed on to the
students. According to Haynes,
"There was no increase in room
charge." Room and Board are
included in that figure.
Academics First

The final question is carrying
his type of cutback to an absurd
point where services eat up all of
the money available. Haynes
said, "We may just get to the
point where services are more
expensive . than academics."
Nissen adds, "We must keep the
tuition within reasonable limits ."
Aproblein has arisen. The answer
seems to be to expand to a breakeven number of matriculating
students and the present capital
drive. But until we have more
money, we may see many cutbacks in the future.
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Thanks A Lot!

It is unlikely that an issue has arisen before about such a
universally respected tradition as Thanksgiving vacation, but
at least a ,minor dispute has come up this ·year over the announcement that boarders who eat at the university over
vacation will be assessed an extra twelve dollars.
We believe that perhaps-the university is justified in
making this choice from a number of unpleasant alternatiyes.
Most of the problem, however, might have been avoided had
more consideration been given to how the decision was to be
announced.
We know the university is trying to balance its budget and
that corners must be cut to do so. The alternatives to the
Thanksgiving fee would have been a general increase in the
comprehensive fee, or less money spent on the food at Downer.
The latter seems unpalatable to us; a general increase would
mean those students who go ·home are subsidizing those who
choose to stay, if minimally. Therefore it is only fair for those
who enjoy the service to have to pay for it.
However, it appears to us that more care should have been
taken to let students know farther in advance that the extra
charge would be levied. The decision was made, apparently,
before the university's bills were sent out. Couldn't a note have
been attached to it explaining that Thanksgiving meals, like
linen services, would be optional and subject to an extra
charge?
We don't mean to imply that there bas been conscious
neglect of student interest - only some more bureaucratic
hassle. After all, this is a small enough university that it isn't
that hard for someone who bas m--ade a decision affecting
student costs to call up the man who sends out the bills. They
can probably talk to each other across the business office.
Finally, we recognize that there ate probably a few
students for whom $12 is a significant amount. It seems advisable that the financial aid office determine who these
people are and make some amends for them.

Nixon: Shift
by Scot Faulkner
Editor's Note: This is the first
installment of a four week series
dealing with the presidential
campaigns. Each week we will
print an article contributed by
the McGovern camp and another
from the Nixon camp. This week,
the articles cover the two candidates' views on Vietnam.
On Vietnam there has been
both a rational and humane shift
of approach under the Nixon
administration. When President
Nixon took office a sickening
emphasis was being put on "bo~y
count" in Indo-China. It was
reasoned that, by killing off the
enemy, we would eliminate the
enemy's manpower and thus
prevent them from carrying on
the war. However, by 1968 the
United States was spending 22
billion dollars a . year and losing
300 men a week - the enemy,
with the advent of the Tet offensive, showed few signs of
weakening.

in

Strategy

Vietnam. Since these first steps
the President has removed 98 per
cent of all American forces from
Vietnam.
The President also changed
over to a strategy of depriving
the enemy of supplies in Vietnam. This strategy consisted of:
elimination of stockpiles of
supply, and interruption of the
main supply lines (Ho Chi Mihn .
Trail). With the invasion of South
Vietnam last spring this strategy
of cutting off supply had to be
expanded to closing the ports of
entry for the supplies.
Presently, we have a blockade
on incoming war supplies from
the sea coupled with the bombing
of supply depots and routes on the
land in North Vietnam. This
strategy has allowed the United
States to end its ground commitments to South Vietnam and
to _switch to a dependency on

The President saw what was
going on in Vietnam and what the
events in Vietnam were doing to
Americans (especially to the
American economy) and immediately began to change the
situation. First, he announced the
"NIXON DOCTRINE" which
called for our allies to carry the
burden of defense while we would
supply them weapons and
financial assistance. Secondly, he
announced a program of
''Vietnamization'' and ordered
the first troop ·withdrawals from

American volunteers to maintain
the few supportive roles still left '
in the conflict.
The introduction of "Smart
Bombs" (a laser directed bomb)
and other advanced weapons has
drastically cut down the number
of civilian causualties in the war.
Also, the cost of the war has
dropped to eight billion dollars
and is continuing to drop.
Because of the troop reductions
and the switch to blockades and
bombing supply lines the
American casualties .have
dropped to near the zero mark.
Coupled with these shifts in the
warfare is President Nixon's
drive for a diplomatic settlement
of the war. Nixon has personally
traveled to China and Russia to
create the atmosphere of
cooperation vital for peace. Also,
the President has sent his
security
adv-isor,
Henry
Kissinger, to numerous world
capitals to press for a settlement
at the conference table. The
recent series of private talks has
sparked hopes _ that all the
bloodshed and horror that has
gone on in lndo-China can finally
come to an end.
President Nixon has done all
that has been humanly possible to
end the most peculiar and
disastrous war (as far as public
morale) in American history.
With a record _of. -troop withdrawls, negotiations, drops in
casualties we can be certain that
this fine record will continue with
the war finally ending early next
year.

McGovern's Peace Plan
by Jon Becker

The climax of The Quadrennial
American Folly is less than three
weeks away (November 7) so
I've been asked to compose a few
thoughts about that -- in Indochina. This article is primarily
for the spectators of The Folly
who haven't gotten dirty on the
field yet (audience participation)
and who are so very concerned
I would like to say a personal word about the sparsely- about all the mud-throwing, ruleattended Voices, Inc. concert last Saturday. I am making it breaking, and poor calls. First,
personal so that readers will not misread it as "the Lawren- allow me to take a shower and put
· bac k'mg the A.A.A. agam.
· "
on some bandaids . . . .
ban
The mud: It was indeed unfortunate that more people did.not attend
1. October, 1968 _ a "secret
the concert. It was an unusual - I am tempted to say unique - plan" to end the war.
event which must have greatly impressed most of those
2. April, 1971 - "I can assure
in attendance. The music was excellently done; the company is you tonight with confidence that
of professional caliber, and I don't believe I am exaggerating American involvement in this
when I say the singing was equal in quality to anything we are war is coming to an end."
likely to hear at Lawrence.
3. January 20, 1969 to June, 1972
rtr ed th bl k - 3,550,000 tons of bombs dropped
ough
tati
th
Moreover, alth
e presen on po ay
e ac on Indochina (more than the
experience, the company did it in such a way as to universalize tonnage dropped during Johnthat experience, presenting its scenes as a personal, rather son's administration). Three
than a political statement. There was little or no dogmatic times the amount dropped during
"get whitey" overtone.
_
WWII. One Hiroshima equivalent
After the show was over, the lead singer asked for com- for every week He has been in
men ts and questions ·from the audience, and both white and office.
black members responded. 'lbe discussion that ensued on such 4. More air bases in Thailand.
topics as black separatism and the use of violence was More aircraft carriers and naval
refreshingly revealing. ·
vessels off the Vietnamese
ks coasts. Twice as many B-52's
A
A
A
h
tta
f
be
th
~ . · · w o a c , <haH. . the SAC force). Why? To
I cannot agree with the mem r o
in an arti~le t~ the editor~ w~k, the students who did not destroy "in ustries" and ~·naval
come to the show. We aren t obliged to attend an event spon- bases" in North Vietnam (the
sored by the A.A.A. any more than one sponsored by the Joint Chiefs of Staff found only
Greeks or the human relations committee, if it does not appeal · eight sites worth listing as bomb
to us. It is unfortunate, however, that more people did not targets in 1965).
know how valuable an experience the program was going to 5. January, 1969 to _October,
be
1972 - Over 20,000 Americans
· It is understandable that the A.A.A. is dismayed, as they dead. Dead. Over 60,000 seriously
now have a deficit of, I believe, $2000 to make up. I would hope wounded. 4.5 million Indochinese
killed, wounded or made
that other university groups will do something to ease this civilians
homeless.

The Value ·of 'Voices'

•

3. Thieu's regime tortures and a specific date for the
political prisoners, closes cessation of aid to Thieu's
newspapers, imprisons regime. In return, the plan
dissidents and persecutes provides for the return of
minorities. (The American American P.O.W.'s, Ute , safe
return of American forces, and a
Nightmare):
coalition government in South
Poor calls: .
1. April, 1972-Bombing and Vietnam. This plan is the logical
mining of N. Vietnamese har- result of 4,000 years of Vietnamese struggle to rid Indochina
bors. Cost; $1 billion.
2. Every day-homes, schools, of foreign intervention.
hospitals and dikes destroyed
McGovern's plan for peace
along with military targets.
fulfills
the PRG's requests.
3. January, 1969 -to July 31,
1971--40,000 South Vietnamese Ninety days after he takes office,
civilians killed under the American forces will be totally
"Phoneix" program (without withdrawn from Vietnam and, if
trials) as part of Thieu's <!II P.O.W.'s are returned in that
time, from Indochina. ~d to
"democratic" policies.
4. October, 1972-French and Thieu and the bombing of North
Vietnam will cease immediately.
Indian consulates in Hanoi
There is nothing unrealistic
bombed during ''sensitive'' peace about this plan; it could and
talks. All the above information should have been done four years
can be found in sources from the ago.
Pentagon Information Office.) ·
That b---d Nixon now speaks
Is all that perfectly clear?
The question is not, "Who about an honorable end to the
war. Your vote involves a moral
started the war?", but, "Who
end it?". The "enemy's" peace decision: four more years of
plan asks only for the withdrawal incredibly inhuman ''honor" or
of all U.S. forces from Indochina Peace.

will

Campus Notes
Committee Openings

Student positions are now
available on two university
committees. The committee on
administration has a position
open for any student; one spot
designated for a freshman is open
on the instruction committee.
burden. We owe those who brought this program to Lawrence
Interested students should call
Rule-breaking:
our greatest thanks.
either Paul Chicos or Dan
Code of Honor
1. We must resist Chinese Toycen.
expansionism in Indochina.
Edi~or in chief .. . . . . ... ..... . ... .. ......... . .... _.. George Wyeth
Film Classics
· Busmess Manager . .... ......... ... ........ .. .... ______ . Terry Kent
2. We must resist communist
This week's Film Classic, Point
Photography Editor . . . .......... . ... .... ... .. ....... _John Sundlof
expansionsism in Indochina.
of Order, will be shown Friday
Layout Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ,_.... .. . . _.. Vicki Nauschultz
3. We must protect individual night in Youngchild, and Sunday
Advei;tising Manager ... --· .. .. .. .... . ..... . ........ . Sam McCreedy
rights and freedom in Indochina. night in Stansbury.
Circulation Manager . ......... .... . .... ... .. . . ....... Larry Wilson
(The American Dream)
Reviewers . ... .. ..... . - . - - .. - ... -- .. . ..... Stan Day. Tony Welhouse
Marine Corps
Artists .
. ... .. . -.· .. ..... . ..... . . Joan 02den. Francine Rudesill
The Marine Corps Officer
Reality
Fashion Editor .. . .......... ....... _. _____ _. ______ ___ L. Malmberg
1. China does not control Hanoi. Selection Team will visit the
We have established economic Lawrence University campus on
REPOR~ERS: Linda Behar. Gilh«:rt Bond. Margi Briggs, Matthew
October 20th to interview
and political ties with China.
Brockmeier, John Bi:oce. Andy [)a~. Dave Etnyre. Tom Flavin, Betsy
Fol~ell, Lee Froehhch. Steve GeJSCheker. Doug Gold. Sue Lindsay.
2. We have accepted the students interested in becomCecily Mango, Nancy Maxwell. Dana Ostenson. Cindy Percak. Susna
legitimacy of communism in ming commissioned officers.
Reeves_. Jim Reid: Chris Re~r. Joe Richardson. Elizabeth Scolley. Anne
The Officer Selection Team will
areas much closer to American
Spauldmg, Conme Spheens. John Valentine.
· be ' located in the Placement
interests.

Interview rooms (next to Colman
Hall) to provide information
pertaining to Marine Officer
Programs . .
Rowdy Fun

The children's Recreation
Program still needs at least one
more driver. Last week we
packed more than 40 of us into
five cars, which is unsafe and
illegal. If you 're up for an afternoon of rowdy fun, please help
us out. We're going roller skating
this Sunday, so if you can drive,
please call Betsy Scott ext. 353, or
leave a message at Sage desk.
1972 Ariels

Students who ordered Ariels
last year may still pick them up
at the union on Friday from 6:30
to 7:30 p.m. and Saturday from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Those who
have ord~red a book but not yet
paid for it may pay when
receiving the book.

Articles ·to the Editor ~ '
Keeping Them Down on the Farm
by Eric Buchter

"Enrollment down by 90." " ...
unusually high attrition in the
class of 1974 ... ," including half
of my freshman section. "I feel
more and more like a survivor,"
a classmate remarked. Isn't that
what we said last week?
"How ya gonna keep 'em down
on the farm - after they've seen
Paree?" asks an old song, and
that's what we're writing about
this week.
The first thing to be recognized
is that almost all those who left
did so by choice. "Reasons for
attrition vary," reported the
Lawrentian, but flunking out and
the draft were not mentioned;
nothing forced these people to .
leave. The real point though, is
that nothing is forcing the rest of
us to stay. Just as they have
chosen to leave, so we have
chosen to stay. A person does not
give up four years of his life and
considerable sums of money to be
here just because he doesn't have
anything better to do.
Students have this choice
because they are adults - young
arid inexperienced adults, to be
sure but adults nonetheless.
Cert~inly we aren't as wise,
learned and experienced as our
teacher; are, or we wouldn't be
here. To say that we think that
we're smarter than the profs is
incredibly insulting and just,
plain stupid. Our very presence
at Lawrence indicates that we
have a way to go before we are
full adults, but we have gotten far
enough to be independent and
self-dependent.
.
We are children no longer, and
if our parents feel we don't need
control and guidance any longer,
why shouldn'ti the University?
Why does it continue to house,
feed, and advise us?
Why can't a University student
choose where he lives, like others
his age who have not chosen
higher educ.ation? Probably
many students would choose to
live in dorms - they're usually
fairly clean and neat, even if
they're not very homey. Don't
confront the student, however,
with a de facto situation: "We've
got dorms, so you must live in
them."
We can't unbuilld the

dorms, but if people don't
want to live in them, should we.
continue to plan on renovating
and building more? Certainly
freshmen ought to be provided
with University housing, so that
they aren't faced with looking for
a place to live during that year of
transition from dependence to
independence. Once the student
is familiar with the school and the
town, however, telling him whE:re
to live is likely to make him
unhappy.
Telling him what to eat (and
when) can't help either.
Lawrence food is probably pretty
good for institutional food, and
I'll readily admit that I don't like
cooking for myself. I know from
experience, however, that I can
feed myself more enjoyably and
more cheaply than Downer ever
could. So, let's not plan to build
any more food centers; let's
examine instead alternative uses
for the Downer building and
discuss ways and means of
providing, or at least allowing,
food prepa:i;-ation and storage
facilities for the students.
The University sh9uld also
abandon a structured advising
system. If a person wants or
needs advice, he soon learns to
whom he should turn. Currently,
many students regard their official advisers and the deans
merely as signatures needed to
turn the wheels of bureaucracy in
the student's favor. Mandatory
advice is about as frequently
successful as assigned creativity.
Finally, I share President
Smith's sentiments as expressed
in the Lawrentian: "One interaction that has me more
concerned than others is the
interaction between faculty and
students." One of the fundamental problems is that there
are very few scholars among the
students - very few of us are
here because we love studying. I
get the general feeling from the
faculty that they don't consider
us very worthwhile human beings
because of this. The result is that
I sometimes feel like Stepin'
Fetchit when I go to ask a.faculty
member a question. This may be
an extreme, but I do sense an
overall condescending attitude
toward the students.

I don't see the abolition of
lectures, faculty-student beer
parties, or first name address as
magic solutions. I would like to be
treated,
however,
as
a
reasonably . intellegent and
reasonably equal individual, and
not a half-man being addressed
by a demi-god. We may not be
scholars (face it, they're all going
to Harvard, Yale, et. al.), but we
are adults who have chosen to
invest considerable time, energy,
and money here. Don't care for
us and treat us as children, or
we'll pack up and leave.
The Faculty and . Administration should remember
who Lawrence is here for, and
then they should ask themselves
if they would stay here if they
were stm!ents.
(It's been impossible for me to
say everything in these few
columns, so if anyone, especially
Faculty and Administr~tion
members, would like to discuss
this further with me, I can be
reached at Trever 324, extension
269; the radio station, extension
525, an~, sometimes, the Union.)

by Mary Benjamin

Despite the fact that the
director dressed the film up quite
a bit (it won the academy award
for costumes), Nicholas and
Alexandra is not a particularly
entertaining film .
The actual historical events
that the film is based on are
exciting. It focuses on the
Communist Revolution in Rus~ia,
a period of violence, that resulted
in the decline of the last czar,
Nicholas, and his family. When
translated into this motion pictuture, the action is dull.
It is characterization, not plot
that is emphasized. Eric Porter,
known from the Forsythe Saga,
does an impressive job. Likewise,
Rasputin is tremendous. It is
puzzling to note that superior
actors, like Jack Hawkins are
shuffled off into the wings. The
leads, Michael Jayston and Janet
Suzan, do not give nearly as good
a performance. They seemed to

have been chosen for . the film
because of their physical
resemblance to Nicholas and
Alexandra, not for their acting
ability.
Throughout the film, there are
a few characters that are difficult
to grasp. This is not necessarily.
the actor's fault. The dialogue is
a large part of the problem. It is
inconsistent. At one point the
dialogue is reminiscent of a
Cronkite documentary, while
later it appears that Erich Segal
is at the helm.
There are some very beautiful
scenic shots in the film. As a
bonus, for train buffs, there are
some spectacular shots of old
stream locomotives.
In spite of these assets,
Nicholas and Alexandra is a
disappointment. About half-way
through the movie, the fell ow
behind me summed it up aptly
and I quote, "zzzzzzzzzzz."

• • •

Letters may be submitted to. the Lawrentian office or tb staff members. No
, unsigned letters will be printed, although the writer's name may be deleted upon
request . Copy deadline is 9 p .m. Wednesday; letters must be typed, double
spaced . Le tters submitted late or in incorrect form may not appear in the issue
of the follo wing Friday. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make minor
editorial changes or shorten le tters without changing m eaning.

Simple Request
To the Editor:

A plea for creativeness is
generally futile, often ineffective,
and always foolish. A work of ~rt
can not be coerced. Exterior
force in such matters can yield
only negative results. This letter,
consequently, is not an effort to
engender creative activity
(whatever that is) in the general
populace. Simply, it is a request
that any members of the
Lawrence Community who write,
draw, paint, or compose consider
submitting their work for
publication in Tropos.
There must be people here at
Lawrence who are able and
by Gary Richardson
through the entertainment willing to share their own parThroughout my months of vehicle, AAA decided to attempt ticular experience, selection, and
travel
through
Lawrence to present more entertainment to presentation of the world. This is
University, the self • named introduce Lawrentians to the no place for, nor am I capable of,
Harvard of the Midwest, when culture they expressed such as a complete justification · of
the subject of racism in the burning desire to understand.
literature - its nature or its
society, the town, and the campus
On Saturday, in another effort purpose.'-Nevertheless, it should
(believe it or not children, there to enlighten the 1,300 information be mentioned that in an often
is racism here. I don't want any sponges walking to and from impersonal world - a world of
of you little white freshmen to be classes six days a week, the individuals interacting but never
misled) came up, I have heard special events committee
- communication
the students that are not black brought to campus a nationally interrelating
becomes a rare but essential
express a fervent desire to find known theatre company that . commodity. Yet it is not a
out why the blacks on . this presented through song the story commodity as such. Com- ·
campus what to . live by them- of the black man in the United munication is not something
selves, eat by themselves, and States from African descendency which exists off somewhere
isolate themselves from most to the present. This group was waiting to be used. It is rather the
whites on campus. Last spring welcomed with tremendous non- result of two people speaking
after the people in the Ad- response. There are more people together. It is what happens wh~n
ministration Building got the enrolled in Government II than one person tries to tell another, m
better part of a day off, p~ple were in the Chapel Saturday.
some way, about himself, his
were walking around asking
Since this campus has an en- world or whatever else he may
"Why?"
.
vironment that is specially chose'.
A month later the Association designed for the constant pursuit
There are those who will say
of African Americans presented of knowledge and truth, I know (and rightly) that art is not
Black Symposium in an attempt that the 1250 students that were mere self-expression. But an
to answer these questions. The not in attendence were busy undeniable fact about art is that
two theatre groups and a band gaining information through the it is made by people and received
were · .greeted with an over- many educational facilities they by people. And in the pro<:ess,
whelming
response.
The are paying $3720 to this cam~us to communication of some sort
educational sessions were very provide; including beer parties at must (or at least should) take
poorly attended. Realizing that the Quad and that great place.
the only way to inform t~e sociological study on the
If you are a member of the
knowledge thirsty students of this American frontier, "Go West," Lawrence Community (student,
Academic
Panacea
was starring the Marx Brothers.
staff · or faculty) who has
sele~ted, organized, and interpreted your own unique ex-

'Sponges' Disappoint AAA

Nicholas and Alexandra

perience and wish to convey that
experience to . others, please
consider submitting your work to
Tropos. (Or if you just like to see
your work published or your
name in print, you can still
submit SOil].ething.) Submissions
should be placed in one of the
collection boxes or sent to me at
Sage Hall No. 57.
-

Touchy - Feely

To the Editor:
We wish to protest the glib
ultraconservative · rhetoric of
Messrs. Goldgar and Hittle and
especially the deprecating
manner in which they dismiss
certain unstructured experiences
as "touchy-feely." To demon-THOMAS A. EHLINGER strate that valuable educational
goals are attainable without
lecturing, we are releasing
prematurely the description of an
interdisciplinary course we have
To the Editor:
· Today. the U.S. was dropping been planning and testing intons of bombs'on North and .South formally for some time ·now. It
Vietnam . .Yesterday it was like will inte~rate a biologist's view of
this and tomorrow will be the gross human morphology with a
same. The U.S. is this country. It psychologist's perception of
is you. Even if you're capable of those structures in free-form
sitting back and enjoying your laboratory sessions where
trip through good ole' Larry U. students and instructors parthose people on the wrong end of ticipate equally and enour dogmatic political yardstick thusiastif~ally. We invite student
are playing out in left field with consideration of this course
·our bombs. Your bombs, my hoping.they understand that if we
bombs, our parents bombs, the fail to respond to their needs for
bombs that keep this economy such experiences, other less
professionally qualified will fill
plugging along.
Afterall so we kill a few the void.
Ex.,.;rimental Experiential
thousand people a week, at least
Psychomorphology
we can keep our economy at only
An
in-depth experiential
6 per cent unemployed. You say
okay, I agree with you (and if you amalgam of the tactile, religious,
don't please stop and think about philosophical and psychological
those mangled and mutilated aspects of human morphology. It
bodies crawling out from under will test such concepts as
the dead altpough they are a safe palpations and palpitations, yen
few thousand miles away (from and Zen, etc. etc. etc.
Michael J. LaMarca
you) and you ask as most of us
Associate
Professor of Biology
have, "Well what can we do?"
Michael D. Goldstein
We've marched and protested
Instructor of Psychology
·and this year we get to vote."
P.S.
Despite the protestations of
Alright. I feel frustrated too.
Messrs. Goldgar and Hittle, some
But all I ask is for you to think think about the children in both of us do have warm relationships
North and South Vietnam, think with students. One of the authors
about the refugees both from the of the present letter for instance,
Americans and the Viet Cong, is so revered by undergraduates
about the death and destruction that many call him . . "Godwe have so amply supplied to that father," while the other's
part of the world. Think dammit. avuncular manner has often
And try and live with your evoked in his classes the cry . . .
"uncle."
thoughts.

Think Dammit

-PETER ROOP

Orthodoxy in Review: A Rebuttal
by Ronald Grimes
Asst. Professor of Religion

I find the defensiveness of the
Goldgar-Hittle
article
on
education (Lawrentian 10-14)
puzzling. Usually one defends the
status quo after it has been attacked vigorously and destruction seems at least a
possibility. But the GoldgarHittle whipping boy is rare on the
Lawrence campus. I would like to
hear professors Goldgar and
Hittle name, or at least number,
those faculty and students they
consider to be ''on the other
side." They write as if they were
being persecuted.
.
These two defenders of the
faith curiously refer to their
"lapse into heresy," but their
lapse is only into orthodoxy. A
heretic is one who dissents from
the orthodox body and is
anathematized by that body.
Heretics are in the minority usually in a ·suppressed minority
with relatively little power. But
Hittle and Goldgar are powerful.
They are powerful, not only
because they are of the majority,
but because they are among the
most influential of the majority.
Their reputations as teachers are
well known. So who is going to
bring "calumny and vilification"
on their heads? Two or three
members of the faculty? Fifteen
or twenty students? Goldgar and
Hittle, in fine stars-and-stripes
style indulge in verbal overkill by
defending themselves with
missles and canons against
stuffed. straw men carrying cork
guns.
The number of faculty and
students at Lawrence who
areseriously interested in
educational innovation and
change is minuscule. As far as I
can tell, the number is not likely
to grow in the near future. One
reason it will not grow is that the
most powerful and most
respected people at Lawrence
squash educa~ional . e.xperimentation
with
ridicule.,
snide jokes, and string.s of
phrases like ". . . group gropes,
sensitivity sessions, mystical
moonings, free-floating growing
pains' dark nights of the soul ... "
(Goldgar, Hittle). This language
is supposed to be tongue in cheek,
cute~ ironic, satirical.
. I aon't find it.cute.

Mocking is a weapon, and both
Goldgar and Hittle know it. One
can afford -cuteness when his
values are supported by the
social · and educational en. vironment. And make no mistake
about it, the foµndation of
Lawrence's values and structures is none other than the points
outlined by Goldgar and Hittle,
though it may be true that
Lawrence has yet to conform
even to those self-confessed
goals. The Goldgar-Hittle
principles
constitute
a
Lawrentian confession of faith.
Goldgar and Hittle are not
heretics; they are bishops. And
like all good bishops, their proper
function is encouraging the lay
folk to act in accord with what
they say they believe. Occasionally, of course, bishops
have to purge the orthodox body
of heresy. One can only admire
the compassion of a chief pastor
like a bishop who so regrets his
duty as defensor fidei that he
identifies himself with those
whom he must amputate from
the healthy body.
I hear that Goldgar is a captivating lecturer and that Hittle is
a really sensitive teacher. I
believe it. .I hope they keep on
lecturing.
They
probably
wouldn't be worth a damn using
any other pedagogical style.
Some of my best teachers were
lecturers.
But I grope with groups more
than I lecture. So why are all of
my classrooms set up to accomodate their lectures rather
than my dialogues, task groups
and listening posts? Who put
chairs on the floor instead of
rugs? And who engineei;-s the
school year around their final
exams rather than my thinkbooks, journals, and p~ojects?
I belittle neither structure nor
lecture nor those who depend on
both. I care about academic
excellence, and I demand it from
my students, so I am considerably angered by references
to educational experiementation
that employ damning phrases
like ''the running dogs of
educational
revisionism"
(Goldgar, Hittle). I see no value
in comparing the worst of experimental techniques with the
best of classical educational

.Consumer Electronics
Wholesale Prices ·• 518 N. Appleton St.

techniques. Furthermore,
snickering in faculty lounges
about students' growing pains
and sensitivity sessions is not my
idea of education according to
either model.
I am tired of it.
So I will try to formulate some
alternative principles to those of
Goldgar and Hittle in hopes that
serious discussion can replace
condescension.
1. Teachers know more than
students, but only at a single
point: the content and methods of
their disciplines. Faculty do not
know more than students about
the learning process. With regard
to teaching methods and modes
of learning, we are both, students
and faculty, amateurs. We
faculty are trained in subjectareas, not in education. We may
have taught longer, but students
have been exposed to a greater
variety of educational media. A
student often knows when and
how he learns better than a
teacher does. I think the only
proper use of our expertise is to
teach students to go beyond it, not
merely to acknowledge and stand
in awe of it, and that process
begins only when faculty are
open to learning what students
have to teach.
2. Universities exist to pursue
intellectual precision and sensitivity for the purpose of making
human life more human.
Scholarship is a tool, not a goal or
an ultimate value. All learning
and all teaching have social and
psychological impact whether
· one wills it or not. Education
always affects its environment
and influences the values and
emotions of its students. Since
this is inevitable, we should
exercise our power selfconsciously and responsibly.
Universities have ethical- and
social responsibilities · to their
students and to the society.
Students are enveloped in
psychosocial environments
which strongly determine what
they hear, how they respond, and
what they learn. One who ignores
the learning environment must
expect consequences that
resemble those which follow from
industry's ignoring the physical
and biological environment.
3. Education should awaken
and strengthen critical faculties
for the purpose of handling the
bombardment of experiences a
student must · withstand. But in
addition to the ability to handle
the prese·n t and past critically,
we ought t<J be educating
imaginations that not only will
criticize but also will create. One
transcends the comfortable past
of home life and high school days,
as well as the securities of
present lectures and final exams,
not merely by discovering his
mind, but by first discovering hi&.
mind and then teaching it to
serve his imagination. Education
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is a continuous process of not complete until a student is
destruction and creation, hard weaned from his teacher's spoon.
work and wonder. The critical I agree that feeding-by-lecture is
thoughts of those who have lost necessary, but prolonged or
their capacity for wonder are at unnecessary nursing creates
best lifeless and dull, and at dependency. I am convinced that
worst, positively demonic. the Goldgar-Hittle model perImagination is not secondary to petuates- the very think that
intellection; it is not spare time irritated it into becoming an
activity. Imagination run wild· is, article in the first place, namely
of course, itself demonic, but overextended adolescence
linked to scholarship, it is what among students. A lecturedrives and humanizes thinking. centered model encourages
4. No institution can help dependence because its hero is
transmitting, at least in part, the the student who can assimilate
culture of- the civilization, and knowledge rather than the
values are necessarily implied by student who can discover and
what one chooses to transmit and finally even create knowledge.
what one chooses to ignore.
6. Faculties exist not merely to
Therefore, I think a university defend or set standards, but to
cannot afford to bracket out, on equip students for achieving the
principle, any subject matter, standards they set for themincluding Jacqueline Suzanne's selves. Therefore, the measure of
novels and graffiti. Practically, this university is not whom it
of course, much of the culture admits but whom it ·graduates,
will be ignored, but no single set because the latter says
of values should be structured something about the quality of

Ronald Grimes
directly into the curriculum.
Universities should attempt to
maximize, not minimize, the
number of alternative valuesystems which are implicitly .
presented by our choices of
books, courses, and research
projects.
5. A lecture is an efficient way
of transmitting information,
though not the only way, nor
necessarily the most efficient
way. A side-effect of constant
lecturing is passivity of mind,
and as an educator, I consider it
my role to stimulate minds into
going after 'information rather
than conditioning them to receive
information. In order to
stimulate students to learn independently of, and even in
contradiction to, their teachers,
we need to create nonauthoritarian classroom models.
Individualization of education is

.
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both faculty and students. The
former only says something
about the quality of students, and
a university is, after all, both its
students and its faculty. To
measure the quality of a
university one must measure the
outcome of student-faculty interaction. Lawrence's worth is
dependent not only on what
happens to its best students but
also on what happens · to its
weakest students. Every student
failure is implicitely a university
failure. Failure is as likely to be
the result of low teaching standards as it is of low admissions
standards.
My hope is that this statement
of educational principles will
provoke readers to go back to the
Goldgar-Hittle statement and
compare it w.ith this one. I have
written this in the spirit of
dialogue by attempting to create
an alternative but parallel model.
There are important issues at
stake, and these abstract principles · have very concrete consequences. Because the models
are different we vote differently
on committees, talk to different
circles of people, use different
classrooms, grade differently,
research differently, counsel
students differently, spend the
university's money differently.
Priorities is the name of the
game. The models are not the
same, therefore the behavior and
the values are ·not the same.
Perhaps there is some common
ground, therefore we are, despite
the charged rhetoric, friends. But
at the moment the common
ground seems to be owned and
landlorded by Goldgar and Hittle
and only rented temporarily by
Grimes.
And I'm .weary of being
cramped into rented, one-room
apartments.

Election Night '72 ,
Excitment Begins
J

How would you like to win a trip

to the inauguration of the next
president of the United States?
Anyoo.e can; read on.
Students heading Election
Night '72, aided by Mr. Lawrence
Longley and Mrs. Morton Schwartz, have selected the thirtysix · most crucial races on the
presidential, gubernatorial, and
congressional levels. All you
have to do is predict the outcome
of these races. Articles will be
posted on a bulletin board in the
Union and books will be placed on
reserve in the library to aid you
in your predictions. The person

Typists Open Next Friday
Murray Schisgal 's "The
Typists," directed by Miriam
Lang, will be presented on
Friday, October 27th and
Saturday, October 28th. It is
being given in Stansbury Theater
at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are free and

will be available at the Conservatory box office.
Miriam states: "The play is a
comedy about two mediocre
people who work as typists, a
mediocre job, and they're
"everyman";
they
have

frustrated dreams and ambitions, just like the rest of us. So
the object of the evening is to sit
ttack and laugh at ourselves."
Don't miss this opportunity to
spend a relaxing and enjoyable
everung.

German Political System

Is Explored

•
Ill

Lecture

by Dana Ostenson
Dr. Peters referred the basic
''The wealtb in this country is necessities such as food, clothing
just helo by too few." This was and adequate housing, or as he
one of the several conclusions termed it "Bread and butter
drawn about social reform by Dr. issues", as carrying a great deal
Werner Peters while lecturing on of weight. His reason for this
the comparison of political issues issue's significance is that for the
in Germany and the United first time in German history
States October 11.
there will be more women voting
Beginning his lecture with a than men, consequently making
historical background, Dr. domestic problems paramount.
Peters explained that recently
Naming the fourth major issue,
the German Parliment has been the 18-year-old vote, also a
dissolved, because of operational novelty in Germany· this year,
difficulties, thus pushing the Dr. Peters summed up the
election from . 1973 up to 1972. situation laconically stating,
''The Parliment was dissolved, "The youth vote in Germany will
said Dr. Peters, "because of the lean left, but the liberal party will
inability of the party in power, not get 70 or 80 per cent of the
(social Democrats), to live up to vote, not even enough to offset
the bold progressive economic another faction of rioters. As in
image it had projected."
the U.S., youth will vote as their
"Economic reform, he ex- parents." 1
plained, is the first and most
Although Dr. Peters would not
important of the "four big issues make a prediction as to the
in Ger. today." The concern and election's outcome, he did say
magnitude of the issue has been that because of his personality
brought on by an inflation rate of and the fact that he is a nobel
5.5 per cent, the highest since laureate, Willy Brandt has a
post World War II.
marked advantage over Rainer
Ger. and the U.S. have simular Bazel the Christian Democratic
social problems sepeFating candidate and consequently
students and their working .would draw quite a few votes on
classes, Dr. Peters related, -and character alone.
this along with what he termed
Dr. Peters spoke of the great
"radicalization of political influence American custom has
thought" make up the second had on structure of Germany's
main German issue.
campaign procedure. Copied
Labor being the largest voting from the American campaign
group
in
Ger.,
social system have been convassing,
achievement, the third issue, is of ' testamonial advertizing and
great importance.
professional fund-raising.
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invited to ..attend the activities.
The above opportunities are
available to anyone who purchases the ticket containing the
selected races. The cost of this
ticket will be used to provide
refreshments until the last voting
return has come in. The
remainder of the money will be
used to finance the prizes.
Tickets will go on sale this
weekend in all living units and
the dining centers.
In order for this to be possible,
ticket promotions must begin on
your part. Anyone who wishes .to
get involved in the excitement of
Election Night '72 is invited,
encouraged, and asked to work
on the following committees:
Ticket Sales, Alix Carafiol, Ext.
361.

Set-up in Riverview, Scott Klug,
Ext. 334.
Statisticians for Returns, Scott
Klugg, Ext. 334.
Publicity, Jim Thompson, Ext.
332_

. Refreshments & Decorations,
Cathy Tburow, Ext. 304.
Please aid the committee
beads in any way you fan. Contact them at their extensions if
you are interested in participating in this historic event.
For further questions contact any
of · the following directors of
Election Night '72:
Scott Faulkner, Ext 332
Beth Johnson, Ext. 362
Lane Kirchner, Ext. 362
Cathy Thurow, Ext. 304
Ann Webster, Ext. 361

In conclusion, Dr. Peters noted

that both the American and
German people are looking back
on times of more intense war, and
unemployment, respectively, and
that "after promises of large
reforms, people are tired and just
want to be left alone."

Longley to be
State Elector
L.U.N.-A lot of authors write
books based · on their personal
experiences.
Lawrence Longley, assistant
professor of political science,
wrote a book first and now is
going after the experience.
Longley is co-author with
Lawrence alumnus Larry Braun
of The Politics of Electoral
College Reform, published
recently by the Yale University
Press and doing very well in
nationwide book sales.
· Longley, a former chairman
of the Outagamie County
Democratic Party, has been
selected as a Democtatic elector
to the Electoral College. He was
one of 11 electors chosen in
Madison to go to the state capitol
in December to cast the state's
electoral ballots if Democratic
presidential candidate George
McGovern wins the November
election.

Discover the World on Your

NEED A NEW

who comes closest to the actual
outcome will win the trip to
Washington. An additional prize
will be giveii to the ~ n who
most accurately predicts the
total number of electoral votes
for McGovern and Nixon. 'Ibis
prize will be a trip to the
Wisconsin Electoral College
Convention held iJt Madi.son on
December 18.
Further election night .excitement will be ·provided in
Riverview Lounge. Starting at
7:00 p.m., November 7, full
election coverage will be
presented by at least six color
television sets contributed by
. Prange's Department Store. As a
further attraction, WLFM will be
broadcasting directly from the
. lounge. WLFM will also be interviewing local candidates and
commenting on the latest election
returns. Local Democrat and
Republican candidates will be
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Alumni

Lawrence then and Lawrence now:
Do they have anything· in common?
•

Alums look .upon students
with apprehe:µsion and hope
For most Lawrence alumni, the
school they see when they return
for homecoming is vastly different from the one they attended; different both physically
and even more so in the life-styles
and attitudes of the people who
make up the cc,mmunity.
For the student who has a
short-run view of fr.e school's
development, it is hard to conceive of the differences that even
graduates of the mid-sixties

John Lingel
notice between the Lawrence of
which they were a part and the
one that exists today.
To find jus.t what their reactions were, the Lawrentian asked
a number of Lawrence and
Downer graduates from as far
back as 1928 to contribute their

Even the most recent graduate,
Nick Vogel, who left Lawrence in
1965, remarks that "In contrast to
the placid but probably more
enjoyable and easygoing campus
of eight to ·ten years ago, campuses today seem to me tQ be
much more serious, more involved with current political
problems and political activism
and more immeshed in drug
usage."
"On the whole," Nick concludes, "I'm glad I ·went to
college when I did, though observing from the vantag~ point of
a trustee and an older brother is a
fascinating pursuit. The changes
the school is making are good
ones, I believe, and will, I hope,
continue."
Emery Ansorege, a 1928
Lawrence
graduate
ana
presently a trustee, emphasized
not the differences between his
generation of college students
and the present one, but the
similarities. He was in close
contact with the school several
years ago when his daughter was
in attendance. At that time, he
says, "I discerned very . little
difference in the students from
my days at Lawrence. There
were the usual gripes ·of tough
professors, poor food, and the
usual college complaints but no
great unrest. I think the college
student of today is fundamentally
very sound."
Like Vogel, Mrs. R.. G.
Riemetischneider, · a
1936
graduate of Downer College,
sensed significant differences
between the students of her days
and those of the present, and
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1discerned very little difference in the students from
my days at Lawrence. There were the usual gripes of tough
professors, poor food, and the usual CO· llege complaints."
thoughts for this homecoming
issue. Here are some of the things
they said about the contrasts
between college life today and
when they were students
themselves:

tried to understand the reasons
why. Also, like Vogel, she saidshe was glad to have been in
college when she was.
"I am grateful to have lived in

the era I have and am not too • other campus activities because Russia, one of the first groups to
happy about the world my we were pretty well confined to visit the Soviet Union during the
grandchildren may inherit. At the campus. We did not have the cold war.
times I feel sorry for the present privilege of having cars."
Although they see many dif- .
college generation because in
their eagerness to make a new
world, I feel they are missing
"At times I feel sorry for the present college
many of the joys and pleasures generation because in their eagerness to make 'a new
youth should find in the world world, I feel they are missing many of the toys and
today.
pleasures youth should find in the world today.'
"Where there was peace there
is war. Where there was a
depression, there is prosperity
"Yes" Ansorge adds "We ferences between ·itt~mselv;e~-and
and inflation. Where there were attended
chapel for half ~n hour students of today' and are critical
rules to be obeyed and traditions five days a weeK. I don't regret it. of some of these changes, most of
to revere, there is the need to do We stirred up our own ex- these alumni expressed conyour own thing and ignore the citement, and it was not lacking. fidence in the present generation
past."
"He concludes, "I have very fond of Lawrentians.
"I have been impressed with
memories of my campus days."
Mrs. Riemenschneider lists the sincerity, intelligence, and
these aspects of Downer life in the students with whom I have
the 30's which were significantly met," says Lingel. Ansorge
different from Lawrenc.e today: comments, "They are easy to
Dorm life: visitation, no hours - talk to but perhaps just a bit
stubborn in giving in on their own
.
NEVER.
Dress: Downer ladies always ideas even when in the minority
wore hats and gloves, skirts and and clearly wrong."
heels.
Smoking: Allowed in one room
on campus.
Beer and Liquor: Heaven
forbid!
Traditions: Observance a must
- Hat Hunt, crew, teas, Freshman rally, sophomore s~llies,
Emery Ansorge
alumnae follies.
"Sound strange, infantile,
The school life described by unbearable?·" she asks. "We
former Lawrentians has features loved every minute."
Today's students will probably
which are notably different from
the campus of 1972, and some be glad to hear that for most of
the respondents, their college
which are strikingly familiar. ·
Most of the men mentioned days, while memorable, were not
fraternity activities, and some the high_ points of their lives.
participated in sports. John J. Several have gone to con.Nick Vogel
, .i,.
Lingel, a Lawrence graduate of siderably bigger things.
Lingel
is
an
administrator
in
the l~'s, mentioned coaches
Perhaps the attitude of mixed
Bernie Heselton and Art Denny the Los Angeles City School
as particular influences on his District, and has worked in Watts apprehension and hope with
life. Vogel visited the state and · other racially mixed, which Lawrence alumni view
hospital at Winnebago to work economically disadvantaged their present batch of successors
areas, and believes that "we is best summed up by Mrs.
with patients.
Vogel adds, however, that "in should .be stressing the Riemenschneider:
I admire the inquiring minds of
contrast to what I understand are similarities of people rather than
important student activities the differences." Also, he says, the youth today, their willingness
today, I did not participate in any "We should always encourage to become involved, their quest
political activities, and I was not people of various cultural for a better world, and I envy
pa~ticularly concerned with the backgrounds to maintain and their op'portunities. It is my
support their cultural heritage as sincere hope that in their almost
Iivmg arrangements ."
Ansorge mentions among his well as gain knowledge of the precipitous haste to change, they
acquire the mature judgement
activities, "We enjoyed walking community at large."
Thirty years after leaving necessary to succeed and that
daily to the Alexander Gym and
its fine facilities. Fraternity Lawrence in 1928, Ansorge took they are not misled by the acparties were held and we had part in an agricultural mission to tivities of some of their peers."

. r

our Homecoming Date
Deserves Appleton's Finest Dining

THE- PATIO
Featuring: Blue Ribbon
Sirloin Strip

~ Reneita ·Art
606 N. Lawe St., 734-3272

Centre

Fame, Honor Awaited
Many Former Larrys
by Cindy Percak

Graduation from Lawrence is
not condemnation to obscurity;
ninety-one Lawrence an? Downer
College alumni are represented
in the 1967 edition of Who's Who.
They have pursued such diverse
activities as U.S. Senator from
South Dakota (Robert Gamble,
Class of 1874) to designer of the
carton for Screaming Yellow
Zonkers (Tom Hurvis, Class of
1960).

.

In addition to Senator Gamble,
numerous alumni have been
involved in governmental activity. Two Lawrentians have
been connected with TV A:
Gordon R. Clapp, '27, who was
head of TVA in 1947, and William
C. Ackermann, '34, who was part
of the water control planning
department and who later
became chief of the Illinois State
Water Survey. Jon Vondracek,
'64 . has had a position with the
Ce~ter for Strategic Studies, in
Washington, D.C., since 1967.
Science and Medicene

outside of education. Mrs.
Charles U. Culmer (Marjorie A.
Mehne, '33, was president of the
Girl Scouts of the U.S. A. in 1961;
Maurice H. Arveson, '24, is a past
president of the American
Chemical Society; and Frank A.
Johnston, 1869, once headed the
Chicago Bar Association.
TV Execs

In the business world, Edwin
Bayley, '40, and John F. White,
'41 hold executive positions with
NET: Bayley as director of
public affairs, and Whit~ as
president of the National
Educational Television and
Radio Center. In 1961,, he
received a special Emmy for his
contribution to television.
Raymond H. Herzog, '38, who
joined the 3M Company in 1941,
was named president in 1970.
Athol Rollins, '04, managed
Compton's
Pictured
Encyclopedia in 1932; another
publisher is George R. Bant~, ~r.,
'10, president of Banta Pubhshmg
Company since 1954. John T.
Leatham, '58, has assumed the
position of executive vicepresident at Leasco Data
Processing : Equipment Corporation.

Lawrence alumni have, as
well, been making significant
contributions in the areas of
science and medicine. Dr.
Virginia Hartridge, Downer '41,
assistant · professor
of
Oscar Winner
anesthesiology at the University
Manuel Arias Arango, who
of Minnesota, is also director of attended Lawrence between '55
anesthesia at the Mayo Clinic.
and '57 has received acclaim
Dr. David S. Hathaway, '57, a both in the realm of business, and
kidney specialist, has held a for his film-making. He and two·
position with the Public Health . of his brothers have dramatically
Service's Kidney Disease Control affected the ecinomy of Mexico
Program. Dr. Donald M. through the introduction of chain
Dawson, '40, has established a discount stores throughout the
medical research laboratory at country. As well, he received two
Pontiac, Michigan. Carl E. academy awards this year for his
Hoffman, '30, a limnologist, has documentary film, "Sentinels of
conducted studies in northwest Silence."
Arkansas lakes and rivers.
Also in the public eye is actress
Education
Colleen Dewhurst, who· attended
The proliferation of alumni in Downer between '45 and '47. The
teaching and administrative field of musical performance is
positions in colleges across the represented by Mrs. Richard N.
world bears out the Post- Elias (Jean M. Kraft, '48), who is
Crescent's rather equivocal currently singing with the
description of Lawrence as an Metropolitan Opera of New York,
"incubator for college teachers." and who has been connected with
Paul J. Jackson, '49, is both the Chicago Lyric Company and
professor of music and dean of the New York City Opera.
the College of Fine Arts at Drake
Dale Duesing , .'67, a baritone,
University.
launched his career in Germany
Thomas P. Jenkin, '37, is with a season at the opera house
professor of political science and at Muenster, and thereafter
former vice~hancellor at the performed at the State Opera at
University of California at Bremen
and,
later,
at
Riverside. Past university Duesseldorf.
presidents include George E.
Fellowes, 1879, at Millikan and
Among the novelists and
Duncan MacGregor, 1862, at writers produced by Lawrence
Platteville State Teacher's
have been Ernest G. Moll, '22,
College. Currently, Shigeto
who wrote Appreciation of
Tsura, '35, is president-elect of
Poetry; Willard Smith, '09, with
Hitotsubashi University in
The Nature of Comedy; and
Tokyo.
Harold E. Quinley, '64, whose
Several alumni have served in
most recent work is Wayward
administrative positions in fields
Shepherds.

,

Activist of 1936 Takes
Look at Modern Students
Occasi.,.nally, a glimpse into
the past reveals a past Lawrence
which is more like the present
campus than most students
would imagine. In 1936, long
before there even was a Vietnam,
Lawrence students mounted an
anti-war march down College
Avenue.
The result was a fracas with
police in which two students were
injured, more violence than ever
happened' in more recent confrontations. One of those involved
was Gerard Hecker, who is now a
manager for Honeywell Informations, Inc. in Phoneix, Ariz.
The Lawrentian has asked him to
comment on that event and his
views of student activities today.
Here is his response:

I find myself surprised, but
perhaps not really, that you were
surprised that today's parents
and grandparents were at that
time aware of the turbulence
existing in world affairs and the
probability of another confrontation .between free world
people and fascist-type governments.
Do you really find it strange
that we too were concerned about
the future, outs and others'; that
we too had quick, simple answers
to complex problems which had
haunted mankind for sev..eral
thousand years. You should not,
because youth of every age have
been much the same. And I would
not have it change. The essence
of young people is hope, confidence in their own ability, and a
conviction that they can make a
better world than their elders
achieved.
My fervent wish, however, is
that all of us recognize our
achievements while continuing to
lessen our failures, in mu opinion ,
any thoughtful person will
recognize how many advancements there have been. It is
unfortunate that today we are so

Marriage and alternative ways · of living
together are ex~_ined from ~he perspective of those hvmg the experience.
THE TRANSFORMATION by George B.
Leonard

A book of prev_entative dentistry, tells ~ou
how you can completely prevent ~av8:ties
and gum disease through self-exammabons
and home care.-This book will change
your mouth.

,
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I TOUCH THE EARTH, THE EARTH
TOUCHES ME by Hugh Prather-author of
of Notes to Myself

Some personal glimpes and some profound
ideas.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
Paramahansa Yoganandu

CHIMERA by John Barth

THE IMPOSSIBLE RAILWAY by Pierre
Berton

The building of the Canadian Pacificadriumpharit saga of exploration, polititics,
high finance, and adventure.

As far as this "riot" was
concerned, I cannot claim any
credit for leadership. As I
recollect, I was there, I did
support and participate, and
after rereading my scrapbook, I
must have been in the front lines.
I certainly was not an instigator,
but I did resent vacillating and
arbitrary authority. In retrospect
I am convinced that if the parade
had been allowed to proceed, we
all would have had a good time,
expressed our feelings and gone
back to our studies. To my
knowledge, there were not out-

THE TOOTH _TRIP by Thomas McGuire,
D.D.S.

For the reader, this book should be a
revelatory experience in awareness. After
reading .it, nothing will ever be quite the
same.
The reader needs no previous acquaintance
with the characters to be caught up with
theis hilariously exuberhant explosion of
the nature of the hero, the multitudenous
relationships between man and women, and
the mortal serch for immortality.

Gerard Hecker

side
influence·s ,
radical
professional (academic .or
otherwise) encouragement, or
subversive intentions. It was
springtime, a cause was
available, and we were young.
What more was needed?
As I compre our incident of 1936
with the recent past and present
incidents on campus, I do find a
number of disturbing differences.
For instance, to my knowledge
none of us lrad any bricks, clubs,
or other instruments for violence.
I am sure that such things as fire
bombs, Molotov cocktails, knives
and guns were not even thought
of by any of us. What frightens
me today is what I see as outside
influence from radical, opportunistic individuals, many
inside the academic ranks, who
prey on the exuberance and
naivete of our young people. I
deplore especially the blindness
and lack of courage among
educational administrators who,
with a mistaken view of freedom
.of expression, pe4mit a few selfcentered vocalists in many institutions to ignite normal
student restlessness into violent
activity. Apparently Lawrence
has been more successful than
many other institutions in
maintaining equilibrium, and for
this I am thankful.
I deplore further the many
more dedicated educators whose
goal is to train our young people
to think logically and practically,
to objectively weigh alternatives,
and to pursue ap orderly process
toward change, but who hesitate
to become involved actively to
counteract the intentions of those
others who are even more
dedicated toward contamin~ting
our young people and destroying
our nation.
In spite of more popular
theories, I am not convinced that
man is a violent species:

PAPERBACKS

HARDBOUNDS
BECOMING PARTNERS by Carl R. Rogers

concerned with sociklogy,
psychiatry, and sex drives that
we find .little time to read about
the history of nations and
mankind. We devote so much
time determining how to live with
one another that we overlook
learning how to live a full life. I
propose that more contemplative
thought and less instant cures
would restore our true values .
Unfortunately, when we are
young we seek action and not
reflection.

BOOKS
JUST IN

YOGA

by

Explains with scientific ~larity t_h~ subt~~,
but definate laws by which yogi is yogis
yogis perfo;m miracles and · a_ttain self
mastery.
.
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF TEACHING

Teaching is both familiar and intriguing;
yet at the same time hard to analyze,
complex, and subtle in its effects upon the
taught.
THE CATALOGUES OF CATALOGUES

The complete guide to world-~ide shopping
by mail. 25 categories-antiques, art,
sports equipment, etc.

And We'll Have
Fun, Fun, Fun

THIS WAS THE SCENE at Homecoming 1931. Then as now, Lawrence faced its rival
Ripon; outside of that the years seem to have little in common.

Since that time, the Epic
by Jennifer Shaw
Homecoming
conjures Record performers have unthoughts of alumni, confetti and dergone a personnel change. Coplenty of beer. Lawrence founders Billy Talbot and Ralph
Homecoming 1972 promises all of · Molina have added Greg Leroy
these as well as football, queens, on lead guitar. Also joining the
musical crew are brothers Rick
and an abundance of music .
Crazy Horse will hit the and Mike Curtis who do much of
Homecoming trail with a concert the writing as well as helping out
Friday night in the Lawrence on rhythm guitar, banjo, manUniversity Chapel. The onetime dolin, piano and vocals.
backup group for Neil Young will
This tour marks their first time
gallop in with their country rock out as a new unit and hopefully
tunes at 9:00 p.m. The original one to neigh about. Luckily, we
Crazy Horse quinters started have the happy sounds of
about four years ago, and played Lawrence's Hugh Holly to help
its last live performance early them out.
this year. Many called them the
She does what she wants,
best "back-up" debut since the because she's the Queen! Five
band stepped out of the shadow of minutes prior to the kickoff of the
Bob Dylan.
Lawrence-Ripon football spectacular, one beaming Lawrentian
female will be crowned Queen of
the 1972 Homecoming festivities.
The five candidates will be
escorted onto the field by athletes
representing each of the various
Lawrencesports: President Smith
will then bestow the honors upon
one girl who will reign for an
Finally Saturday arrived, and . action-filled weekend. To aid the
not a mement too soon. The President in his selection, tbe
brilliant house and dormitory student body was asked to mark a
decorations were judged by a ballot for the Queen of their
panel of deans, alumni, and choice, be it Kathy Lutz, Karen
students. The soccer game en- Freeman, Jane Taylor, Sue
tertained many visitors in the Eiland, or Betsy Benjamin.
Saturday's halftime activities
morning, and immediately entertained many visitors in the will include a tribute to Dr. Ralph
,morning, and immediately B. Landis for his years of service
following the contest the hungry to the Lawrence community.
fans were treated to an
Alexander Gymnasium picnic.
Now it was on to the Alumni
Cross Country Race where the
focus of attention was not centered on the leaders, but ·rather
on who finished last. Time really
flies, and it was nearly 1:30 and
everybody was
anxiously
awaiting the kick-off against
arch-rival and traditional
homecoming foe, Ripon College.
Half time activities traditionally
Melvin L. Fowler, Professor of
were highlighted by the
Anthropology
at the University of
coronation of the Homecoming
Queen. She was selected from a Wisconsin-Milwaukee, will speak
field of six girls nominated by on the archeological inmembers of the football team. vestigations of the Cahokia site,
Dr. Douglas Knight, Past- Illinois and its implications for
President of Lawrence, was urbanization on Tuesday, Ocreputedly the best Queen- tober 24, at 4:30 p.m. in 161
crowner
of
Homecoming Youngchild as part of the Science
_
colloquium program. .
festivities.
Professor Fowler will speak on
After the game, the returning
alumni hurried out of the cold the recent excavations at the
weather to attend various parties Cahokia site, probably the most
occurring at dorms, fraternity complex archeological site in
houses, and faculty homes. America north of Mexico. The
Saturday night's formal dance site has house remains, temple
completed the week's social pyramids that are chiefly tombs,
workshop areas, stockades and
schedule.
a
prehistoric
The locations of this affair over possibly
the past ten years have included astronomical observatory.
The research will be related to
such nightspots as Strobe's
the
development of the theories of
Island, The Country Aire, and
Rainbow Gardens. Sunday the genisis and rise of urmarked the departure of the banization. Fowler will also
attempt to relate this to ongoing
alumni after church and a
traditional brunch. The con- studies in the Cahokia arclusion to the week's full slate of cheological field project in
homecoming activities seemed to _ paleoecology.
Fowler has a PhD from
depress most and offer a "wait
Chicago
· and is a cultural anuntil next year" for all unthropologist specializing in arderclassmen.
~ cheology contributing studies of
urbanization
and
social
development.
He has done extensive field
work in Mexico and in the U.S.,
especially in Illinois and ·the
Mississippi Valley.

Homecoming: A Retrospective Look
by Bruce Carlsen

October in Appleton - Football, leaves turn into red, .brown,
and golden, the geese fly south,
and the chilly wind blows as
visions of Homecoming dancing
in Lawrence student's heads.
Many things are being revived
lately (the 50's era, for example),
and Lawrence's Homecoming
activities also appear destined to
retur'n.
·
What used to happen during
Homecoming Week in past
years? Thursday was the kickoff
for the fun-filled series of events.
A convocation service was held at

11 o'clock sharp in the Memorial
Chapel. At this time, the faculty
demonstrated their theatrical
abilities, by performing skits for
the entire student body. During
most
of
the
afternoon,
Lawrentians were busy adding.
the final touches to their
respective dormitory and
fraternity house displays.
Thursday night was usually
capped off with a dynamite
concert. In the past decade, such
groups as "We Fiv~," "Ian and
Silvia," ''The Association,'' and
"Sha-Na-Na" have played for
this great evening of en-

maybe they gave you
the right to vote
because they thought
you'd never use it.

prove them wrong.
I

AECIISTII
If VOlTE
0

tertainment.
By the time Friday arrived,
adrenalin was really running
high in everybody. Classes were
scheduled as usual in the morning, but many afternoon
sessions were dismissed early.
Until -just about 15 years ago,
Friday afternoon was highlighted
by a Viking Parade down College
Avenue, complete with floats, a
pep band, and several alumni
walking along with
the
procession, fully adorned in
raccoon coats.
Immediately after Friday's
dinner, people (including alumni,
parents, faculty, and students)
flooded the chapel to watch the
freshman girls put on their
pajama skits. The skit session
was always opened with the
· football team marching in twoby-two {similar to a faculty
procession) and being seated in
the auditorium front rows.
Competition between skit teams
was fierce, and the counselorcoached Sage teams never failed
to let the crowd know that "Ormsby girls wore T-shirts." After
the skits were concluded, the
crown migrated over to the
Ormsby skating rink, where the
winners would be announced and
the pep songs would be sung at
the bonfire. During many years,
a mobile bonfire could be seen on
/ a wooden raft floating briskly
down the Fox River.
As the giant bonfire slowly
diminished, spontaneous panty
raids and various other extra curricular activities were going
on. Some of these midnight antics
included painting and burning L's
permanently into Ripon's
gridiron, or shaving the heads of
some Ripon students who were
unfortunately found in the
proximity of the Whiting FieldViking Bowl area. For those
interested in dancing, good tunes
could be found at the Union
dance.

expenence
you can bank on

... since 1870

FREE DELIVERY
THE STUDENT VOTE 1972

43 Ivy Street. S.E .. Washington. D. C 20003
Telephone 202-547-4277

Colloquiuill to
Present Prof.
Melvin Fowler

734-0292

(]First
National Bank
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Is Your
Alina Mater
In This List?
The Admission ·office is eager
for prospective students to lea·r n
about Lawrence from current
students. If you would like to
represent Lawrence to prospective students from your
community or school during the
Christmas break, check this list
and those that will appear in
succeeding Lawrentians.
Telephone Mrs. Beaumont at 232
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. , give
her your name and campus
address, and let her know which
schools you will visit or whose
students you will contact. Shortly
after Thanksgiving you will
receive the names of students
from the schools you have chosen
whose interest in Lawrence
seems to justify your effort. Your
commitment will not extend
beyond Christmas vacation.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham
Birmingham

·
·
·
·

Parker H.S.
Carver H.S.
Brooke Hill H.S.
Mount Brook H.S:

ARIZONA
Phoenix · Cortez H.S.
Tucson · Catalina H.S.
,

.. !.~
!;·.)

...
y

,L~1

-,r ../

.n' ;

r

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley · Berkeley H.S.
Beverly Hills - Bev. Hills H.S.
Carpinteria · The Cate School
Claremont · Webb School
Compton · Jordan H.S. ·
LaJolla · Bishop's School
Los Altos · Los Altos H.S.
Los Angeles · Fairfax H.S.
L-os Angeles - Westlake School
N. Hollywood · Harvard School
Oakland · Skyline H.S.
Ojai - Thacher School
Palo Alto · Palo Alto H.S.
Rolling Hills · Rolling Hills H.S.
Woodland· Hills · Wm. H. Taft H .S.

CANADA
Windsor Ontario
Vincent Massey
Port Hope, Ontario
Trinity College School
COLORADO
Boulder - Boulder H.S.
Boulder · Fairview H.S.
Colo. Spgs. - Colo. Spgs. School
Colo. Spgs. - Roy J. Wasson H.S.
Denver - Abraham Lincoln H.S.
Englewood · Denver Country Day
Westminster · Westminster H.S.

CONNECTICUT
Avon · Avon H.S.
Bloomfield - Bloomfield H.S.
Cheshire · Cheshire Academy
Groton · Robert E. Fitch H.S.
Guilford · Guilford H.S.
Hamden - Hamden H.S.
Manchester - Manchester H.S.
Middlebury · Westover School
New Canaan · New Canaan H.S.
New Haven - Day Prospect Hill
Norwalk · Brien McMahon
Pomfret · Pomfret School
South Kent - South Kent School
Stamford · Rippowam H.S.
Suffield · Suffiedl Acad.
Wallingford · Rosemary Hall
Waterbury - Kennedy H.S.
Watertown · Taft H.S.
West Hartford - Hall H.S.
Weston · Weston H.S.
Wilton - Wilson H.S.
Windsor · Loomis School
Woodbridge - Amity H.S.
Westport - Staples H.S .

WASHING TON D.C.
D.C. · Archbishop Carroll
D.C. · Eastern H.S .
D.C. - Western H.S.
DELAWARE
Newark - Newark H.S.
Wilmington - Brandwine H.S .
FLORIDA
Boca Raton - St. Andrews H.S.
Coral Gables · Coral Gables H.S. ·
Ft. Lauderdale · Pine Crest Sc.
Jacksonville - Bantram H.S.
Miami - Palmetto H.S.
Niceville · Niceville H.S.
Orlando · Edgewater H.S.
West Palm Beach - Principia Upper
School
GEORGIA
Atlanta - St. Joseph H.S.
Macon - Central H.S.

-

HAWAII"
Hilo · Hilo H.S .
Honolulu - Kaimuka H.S.
Honolulu - McKinley H.S.
Honolulu · Punahou School
Honolulu · St. Andrew's Priory
Kailua - Kailua H.S.

Lisle - Benet Acad.
Lombard · Blenbard East H.S.
Lombard · Mantini H.S .
Mt. Prospect · Prospect H:s.
Mundelein - Carmel H.S . for Girls
Naperville - Naperville · Naperville
Central
Neponset · Neponset H.S.
Northborook · Glenbrook N
IDAHO
Northfield - New Trier West
Boise · Boise H.S.
Norridge · Ridgewood H.S.
Oak Lawn - St. Laurence
Oak Lawn - Oak Lawn Comm.
ILLINOIS
Oak Park · Oak Park-River Forest
Alton - Alton H.S.
H.S .
Antioch - Antioch Comm. H.S.
Olympia Fields · Rich Central H.S.
Ari. Hts · Arlington H.S .
Palos Hills · Amos Alonzo Stagg H.S.
Ari. Hts · Forest View H.S .
Park Forest · Rich East
Ari. Hts - John Hersey H.S.
Park Ridge · Maine Twp East
Aurora · Rosary H.S.
Park Ridge - Maine Twp South
Aurora · West H.S.
Peoria - Peoria H.S.
Barrington · Barrington H.S.
Prairie View · Stevenson
Belleville - Acad. of Notre Dame
Normal - University H.S.
Bensenville · Fenton H.S.
Rochelle · Roc;helle Twp H.S.
Berwyn - Morton West
Rockford - East H.S.
Burbank - Queen of Peace
Rockford · Guilford H.S.
Burbank - Reavis H.S.
Rockford - Harlem H.S .
Carpentersville· Dundee Comm. H.S. St. Charles · St. c·harles H.S .
Cary · Cary Grove Comm . H.S .
Skokie · Niles East H.S .
Chi. --Central Y.M'.C.A. High S.
Skokie - Niles West H.S.
Chi. · Chi. Public H.S. for South Holland - EJizabeth Seton H.S.
Metropolitan
· South Holland - Thornwood H.S.
Chi. · Faulkner
Springfield · Southeast H.S.
Chi. - Francis W. Parker
Springfield - City Day School
Chi. · Harlan H.S.
Stillman · Stillman Valley H.S.
Chi. · Hyde Park H.S.
Waukegan · Holy Child H.S .
Chi. · Immaculata High S.
Estchester .. Immaculate Heart of
Chi . · Kelvyn Pk. H.S.
Mary H.S.
Chi - Kenwood H.S.
Wheaton -··Wheaton Central
Chi. - Lakeview H .S.
Wheaton - Wheaton Comm. North
Chi. · Latin School
Wilmette - Loyola Acad.
Chi. - Marshall H.S .
Wilmette · Regina Dominican H.S.
Chi. - Mather H .S.
Winnetka · New Trier East
Chi. - Mercy (Unity) H.S.
Woodstock · Woodstock H.S.
Chi . - Morgan Park H.S.
Zion - Zion-Benton Twp H.S.
Chi. - Mother McAuley H.S .
Chi. · St. Laurence
INDIANA
Chi . - St. Mel. H.S.
Chesterton - Cesterton H.S.
Chi. - St. Patrick H.S. Boys
Culver - Culver Mili. Acad.
Chi. - W.H. Taft H.S.
Columbus - Columbus North H.S.
Chi. · Tuley H.S.
Crowh Point · Crown Pt . H.S.
Chi - Murray F. Tully H.S .
Elkhart · Central H.S.
Chi. - University H.S.
Greencastle · Greencastle H.S.
Chi. · Von Steuben H.S.
Bloomington · Unjversity School
Chicago - De La Salle H .S.
Crawfordsville - Crawfordsville H.S.
Chicago - Dunbar Voca. School
Indianapolis - Brebeuf Prep
Chicago - St. Mary Center for Indianapolis · Shortridge H .S.
Learning
Indianapolis - Park-Tudor H .S.
Galesburg · Galesburg H.S.
_
Indianapolis · Warren Central H.S.
Lake Forest - Lake Forest Academy Linden - North Montgomery H.S.
Orland Park · Carl Sandburg H.S.
West Lafayette - W. Lafayette H.S.
Peoria - Richwoods H.S.
Highland · Highland H.S.
Pleasant Plains - Pleasant Plains H.S.
Indianapolis · North Central H.S.
Rockton · Hononegah H.S.
Muncie · Central H .S.
Spring Valley - Hall Twp. H.S.
Munster - Munster H.S.
C~untry Club Hills · Hillcrest H.S.
Ne~ Albany - New Albany H.S.
Crystal Lake - Crystal Lk. Comm.
South Bend - Andrew Jackson H.S.
Deerfield · Deerfield H.S.
South Bend · Clay H.S.
Des Plaines + Maine Twp. H .S.
Terre Haute · Paul C. Schulte H.S.
: Des •Plaines · Maine Twp.· North
Des Plaines · Maine Twp. West
Downers Grove · Downers Grove
Comm. North
ElgiIJ. · Elgin H.S.
Elgin · Larkin H.S.
Elgin · St. Edward H.S.
Elmhurst - Immaculate Conception
Elmhurst · York Comm. H.S.
Evantson · Evantson Twp H.S .
Evanston · Roycemore
Evergreen Park - Evergreen Park H.S.
Flossmoor - Homewood-Flossmoor
H.S.
Freeport - Freeport H.S.
The library is again sponsoring
Geneva · Geneva Comm. H.S.
bus trips to the University of
Glen Ellyn - Glen Bard West
Wisconsin - Maidson for students
Glenview · Glenbrook South H.S.
requiring additional research
Gurnee - Warren Twp H.S.
material. The bus will leave at 8
Harvey · Thornton Twp H.S .
Highland Pk - Highland Pk H.S.
a.m. from the library, and return
Hillside - Proviss West H.S.
by 8 p.m. Interested students
Hinsdale : Hinsdale Central
should sign up in advance at the
Hinsdale~· Hinsdale South
library; maps of the·UW campus
Jacksonville · Jacksonville H.S.
will be provided. A fee of $1 will
Joliet - Joliet Central
Joliet · Joliet Catholic
be charged per round trip.
Joliet · St. Francis Acad.
The trip will be made on the
Lake Forest · Lake Forest H.S.
following dates: Oct. 18 and 24;
Lake Forest · Woodlands
Nov. 1, 7, 15, and 21.
Libertyville · Libertyville H.S.

American History Dept.
Offers Short Courses
Dr .. Vernon W. Roelofs, challenges of our time."
The topic of the first course will
professor of history at Lawrence
University, will offer a series of be "Constitutional :Revolutions
short courses in American Since 1925." It will cover conhistory for interested persons in s titu ti ona l interpretations,
amendments, and implications
the community.
The first course will be offered on the freedoms of speech, press,
on five successive Tuesday assembly and religion. Conevenings; Oct. 24, Oct. 31, Nov. 7, stitutional provisions for one man
Nov. 14, and Nov. 21. Class - one vote representation also will
studied
along
with
sessions will be held 'from 7 :30 be
p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Lawrence desegregation, the rights of the
accused and civil rights activism.
library seminar room 102.
The purpose of the courses is to
Other short courses that will be
develop an understandin·g of offered by Prof. Roelofs in the
current problems and develop- future, depending upon the
ments in government and society response, are: Aspects of Racism
through selected readings, lec- -The Blacks: Property Rights vs.
tures and class discussions.
Human Rights; The Cold War;
explained
the · The Impact of Ideas; The Free
Roelofs
motivation behind the course. Enterprise System - Theory and
"The scope and pace of the Practice. Still further short
changes we are witnessing in all courses are being planned.
aspects of- life are so overClasses will consist of a
whelming that continuing minimum of 12 students. The
education can no . longer be charge will be $25 per stuQent.
regarded as a luxury for the idle
few. It is . necessary basis for
Inquiries, applications and fees
informed·· °jii-~gemerit and an should be directed to Dennis
enlightened course of action in Ribbens, Librarian, Lawrence
meeting the unprecedented University.

yellow cab
·733.4444

tie careful!

Bus Trips to
UW Offered
By Library

The Yikes are No I with .us at Sabra
and

Sabra Lanes is .No. I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 -

Come and visit us

MID-CITY

BEER and
LIQUOR

Those low base notes can be tricky when the Marantz
1060 amplifier socks it thru a pair of ,Advent speakers.
Most people think you have to crank the bass control
·
full on to get that satisfying bass "crunch."
· Not with Marantz claims 60 watts RMS continuous
power, they mean it. And not just in the mid ran 8e
either, but all the way down to 20 hz! (We know its
true; we checked it out on our new McAdam Digital
Audio Analyzer.)
The smaller Advent speakers can faithfully reproduce
. those super low bass notes. Lower, cleaner, solic:Jer
than any other speaker; even those costing three
times as much.
To top if off, we have tncluded the great new Swiss
made Lenco · L-25 turntable and a SHURE M-93
elliptical magnetic cartridge.
We truly believe this $419.00 system will out-perform
any system in town costing twice the price. We mean
it. Just $419.00.

WINE SPECIALS

Christian Brothers Wine
limited quantity
pts. and 1/2 pts. for .79c and 29c
reg. value of $1.29
1961 LAUBENHEIMER
excellent buy at $2.19

~

..

reg. price - $3:29

Now in Stock
Sebastiana California Wine
DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

733-1111

Appleton
415 W. College
731-3414

Sex and Soccer Equals L.U.S. T. 's Success?
by Curt Cohen
nearly decapitated the goalie on
An interesting article was high, hard shots. "I .didn't pick
found posted on the Lawrence the corners," grinned Pete.
University Soccer Team's
Throughout the game too, the
(L.U.S.T.) bulletin board just Vikes' forward line continually
after last Saturday's 0-0 tie with found leaks in the Warrior
Marquette. Titled "Doctor En- defense and pounded the
courages Pre-Competition Sex", Marquette goal with 24 shots, but
the article described an interview to no avaTI.
with Dr. Craig Sharp, a medical
Two overtime periods were
advisor for England's Olympic played in an effort to gain a
Team. Whether or not any of the decision. Both teams played
Vikes took Dr. Sharp at his word conservatively though, not
is anyone's guess, but the fact wanting to risk a loss_. No guts, no
remains that L.U.S.T.'s most glory.
formidable opponent for the 1972
At the other end of the
season was handled easily.
field, Viking defensemen Tom
The fast-upcoming ace-forward "Lick" Meyers (founder of the
.on Lawrence's "Lick Line", "Lick Line") and Bill "Willie"
Peter Bergmann, was robbed on Denis continually stifled the
an indirect kick by two digits of Warrior offense. Late in the
the goalie's hand after repeatedly second half however, the
bombarding the Marquette goal. Marquette front line made a last
Twice earlier Bergmann had ditch effort to pull out a victory

and pelted the Lawrence goal,
much to the chagrin of goalie Hall
"Hunt" Taylor. "Hunt" was up to
it though, diving twi~e in a row to
stop scorchers from 10 yards out
to keep the Vikes in the game.
Tomorrow the Vikes take on
Ripon in a homecoming game
starting at 10: 30 am at the Institute Field. In their only other
meeting this year, Lawrence and
the Redmen settled for a 1-1 tie.
The question of whether Dr.
Sharp and his · pre-game sex
theory is on the level may never
be answered by any of the Vikes
but nonetheless, if L.U.S.T. can
perform the way it did last week
from here on in, not only will the
undefeated skein (20th unbeaten
game over three campaigns)
remain intact, but there', be' an
. awful l9t of happy soccer players,
for whatever reason.

-Intramural Sports Program 1972-1973
STUDENT INTRAMURAL REPRESENTATIVES
-HALI,S

VIKING FAN attempts to innoculate himself from low tem-

peratures during last week's Lawrence-Grinnell game.

Plantz-Bruce Carlsen (Men) - Linda Brightman (Women)
Trever - Charlie Agnew (Men) - Krathryn Pfefferkorn
(Women)
Brokaw - Robert Bergh
Colman - Linda Kura th
Sage-John Baer (Men) -Donna Trauba (Women)
Kohler - Nancy Hoppe
HOUSES

Cooke - Mel Smith
Morton - Sarah Ousley
Waples -Deb Grainger

CC Places Fourth
In Big Invitational .
by Brian Farmer

The Lawrence harriers journeyed to Milwaukee last
Saturday to compete in the
Milwaukee Area Technical
College Invitational Cross
Country Meet. Lawrence was one
of nineteen schools which entered
109 runners. Although the Vikes
were a last minute entry, they
were ready to run, placing a very
respectable fourth in the team
standings with 118 points. Only
Wright and Harper Jr. Colleges
(60 pts. each ) and Madison Tech
(99 pts.) placed ahead of the
Viking squad.
Jay La Jone took individual
honors for the team-by touring
the 4-mile circuit in 22:21, good
for 12th place. Joe Ziman, who
has been consistently running in
the mid 23s all season, finally
broke through the time barrier to
rup 22: 38 and finish in 19th
position. Brian Farmer finished
two seconds behind Ziman to nail
down the 20th spot. Rich
Lawrence and John Bauhs
rounded out the scoring for

Lawrence by placing 32nd and
35th, respectively. Although Jim
Beres (76th) and Eric Olmstead
(91st) did not figure in the team score, they did place ahead of
some runners who scored for
their own teams, thus raising the
other teams scores.
The cross country team will
host Ripon College in the
homecoming meet tomorrow.
The Vikes would very much like
to even up their dual meet record
which presently stands at 0-1
after having suffered a defeat at
the hands of Coe two weeks ago.
Another big incentive for the
harriers is that Lawrence has
never lost to Ripon in dual meet
competition since the cross
country rivalry started back in
the 1930's. Hopefully, this will
also provide the incentive for a
good spectator turnout to cheer
our runners on. Another event for
your enjoyment is the annual
alumni meet, which will be run
immediately after the varsity
race. It should prove to be an
interesting race.

Lawrence Sailors Win
W.I.S.A. Championship
Lawrence University's Sailing winds forced the scheduled 12Team won its first Wisconsin race series to be cut to ·9 r.aces.
Intercollegiate Sailing
Smith and Stalle switched off in
Association (WISA) title last A fleet and combined five firsts,
weekend on Lake Winnebago. In two seconds, and two third place
its first year in WISA, Lawrence finishes to capture A fleet honors.
defeated teams from UW- Dave Porter of Madison took B
Oshkosh, UW-Milwaukee, UW- fleet honors. Colman and Boren
Whitewater, and UW-Madison. combined a first, a second, a
Sailing 2-man class X boats, the third, and six fot.;rth place
Vikings were represented by . finishes in the B fleet to round out
skippers Mel Smith, Geor·g e Lawrence's team score of 45.
Stalle, Jeff Colman, 'and Dick Lawrence took an early lead in
Boren. Crewing for them were the regatta with a first and a
Marv Klinkunas, Bob Seavey, third in each fleet in the first
Sharon Rowley, and Ann Wolfe, · race. The Viking sailors then
went on to win with a ten point
respectively.
Each school entered one lead over second place
skipper apiece in the A and B Whitewater.
fleets. Each team's score was
Nine skippers and crews from
compiled by combining its A and Lawrence will meet Oshkosh in a
B fleet scores over the series. dual regatta on October 28 to end
·.Cold temperatures and strong the fall season.

FRATERNITIES

·Beta Theta Pi - Paul Kay
Delta Tau Delta - Joe Yount
Phi Delta Theta - Dave Barclay
Phi Gamma Theta - Bob Baker
Phi Kappa Tau - Jim Lewis
Sigma Phi Epsilon - Dan Bosell
SORORITIES

Alpha Chi Omega - Terry Russell
Kappa Alpha Theta - Eadie Shand
Delta Gamma - Deborah Burns
Pi Beta Phi - Lee De Wolski
Institute - John Clapp
Please let the faculty sporthead, physical education staff~
member or your representative know of your interest in a
specific sport. They will contact you at a later date when the
· information, E.G., type of tournament, dates, etc., is received
from the intramural corrdinator.

Leta Masaros
Touch Football (Men)
Leta Masaros
Powder Puff Football (Women)
Leta Masaros
Golf
Two-Mile Cross Country Morton Schwartz Ron Traver
Steve Arnold Mary Heinecke
Tennis
Run (Men)
Corry Azzi
Mary Heinecke
Volleyball
Ron Roberts
Wrestling (Men)
Leta
Bruce Brackenridge
Handball (Men)
Masaros
Squash (Men)
Bruce Brackenridge
Leta
Masaros
WINTER SCHEDULE

Swimming
Basketball
Bowling
Badminton
Broomhall
Paddleball
Mixed Paddleball
Poll (Men)
Table Tennis ·

Morton Schwartz Gene Davis
Morton Schwartz
Leta
Masaros
Corry Azzi
Leta Masaros
Dorman Smith Ruth Bateman
Parker Marden Leta Masaros
John Dreher
Leta Masaros
Leta Masaros
Michael Gabriel Leta Masaros
Dorman Smith Leta Masaros

SPRING SCHEDULE

Sailing Regatta
Track and Field
Fencing
Softball
Archery

Leta Masaros
Morton Schwartz Gene Davis
Mary Heinecke
Corry Azzi
Leta Masaros
Ruth Bateman

'\---

Powder Puffs In\ Big Clash
This years feature match up of Phis from scoring on the perfeminine brain and brawn, known verbial long bomb. Cannon
to some as the Pi Phi-DG Powder Carter brings it all together from·
Puff Football Game, promises to her omnicient position as monbe a real seat-squirming contest. ster back.
Both teams have been b~lding
The Pi Phis have been working
daily practice featuring gruelling earnestly to generate a suerepetition bf the basic plays and . cessful scoring punch and are
imaginative innovations confident that they have the
designed to penetrate the most answer in the combination of
iron clad defense. With expigskin Handoff Handtman to Slippery
jocks Jack 'Hunk" Hult and Spainhauer or Hands de Wolski.
"Hoppin" Hietpas the Delta Spelling the ,Passing attack, as
Gamma mentors and "Bad Ass" rumor has it, will be Shifty
Weiss and "Popping" Jim Pinta Skinner and Revved Up Ridd.
the Pi Phi slave drivers one may Theformidablefrontlineof Masher
rest assured that both teams are Miller, Roughhouse Riggs · and
well versed in finer points of the Animal Archambeau will be
game.
providing plenty of time for the
The DG roster lists 20 can- offense to get going.
didates at an average height of
The defense has been working
6'1" and mean poundage a dainty overtime to come up with
but .solid 199 lbs. Crusher Carrott devastating attack designed to
as the quarterback will be force to the DG guns to relinquish
making eyes at favorite receivers the pill. An interview with
Jack 'em Jahn and Nock 'em Brasher Bill, all star defensive
Nixon. The offensive ground end in the "Bad Ass" tradition,
game will be primarily in the revealed some of the elements of
hands of Amazon Allen and Out of the design. It resembles closely
Sight Olson which more than the method used by the Viking
VIKING BALLCARRIER Bob Montgomery runs for yardage before being tackled by
insures it success. Downfiled rushers and may give the DG
Pioneer defender.
blocking and ball handling will be offense plenty of work. Lining up
taken care of by Bullit Burns. with Brasher will be Wrecker
The offensive line of Pow Pow Robinson and Eat 'em Elias.
Parker, definitely one of the Then, defensive backfield
meaner players around, Bruiser · features such _all time great
Bowers and Fake Out Freeman, hands as Kraphty Kirhofer and
ace center, will be providing the Robbin' Roth who will be atprotection. Punting chores will be tempting to snare the big one
the province of Jarring Johnson. from the outstretched hands of
The DG defense known for its DG receivers. Hovering back at
past exploits on the turf, such as deep safety will be Brainsand
holding the Pi Phis to a scoreless Braun, mastermind of the Pi Phi
tie last year, has been developing "D". Crusher Conrad will
by Bruce Carlsen and
Fortunately, the extra point by games have been played. After will under heavy training with guarding the middle should the
DougFyfe
Grinnell was unsuccessful, the first meeting the two squads coaches Hult and Hietpas. The DGs
engineer
something
Last Saturday, Lawrence's leavingthe score knotted at 13-13. took a breather until 1897 when line, . composed of Thumpin unusual.
football Vikings won their first This was the situation when they renewed the fight. Since Thurow, Rocket Robinson, KreWhat we have before us apgame of 1972, defeating Grinnell Ehrens performed his final then they have played con- me 'em Krueger and Dynamite
College 16-13. The narrow 3 point quarter heroics, splitting the sistently with the exception of the Dykstra promises to be rough to pears to be a great battle.between
get by. Should this unlikely event 2 powerful squads who will both
winning margin came on a long uprights to give Coach Ron war years.
occur, ace backs Bomb Ben- oe vying earnestly for the honor
33 yard field goal by placekicker Roberts and his charges their
Steve Ehrens, with but 5: 11 first victory. The statistics
Emotions are expected to be jamin, Killer Kirchner and Hot and glory of an undefeated
remaining in the contest.
showed
considerable
im- high on both sides. Coach Roberts Rod Hunting will be there to, season. Game time is 2:00 this
The ' Vikes got on the board provement for the Vikes. was quoted as saying, "It is a sufficate the Pi Phi charge. Sunday, October 22nd in the
early with a 28 yard pass from Lawrence's total offense was 306 traditional game and I think this Defensive safeties Hurricane Union Bowl. Donations are two
quarterback Mark Cebulski to yards, with 194 gained on the game is up in the air." The Hall and Dump 'em Dinauer will .bits and will go to The Memorial
freshman flanker Paul Yankee ground. The ever-present Ehrens Redmen wer.e picked to inish be on the lineup to prevent the Pi Book Fund.
with 5:33 left in the initial led the team with 58 yards. The third in the Midwest conference
quarter. The aerial display con- defense was outstanding, with by pre-season polls and tabbed by
tinued when Jack Anderson fierce gang tackling on almost some as the best club after
threw a 33 yard scoring strike to every play. Dan Bice was out- mammoth Monmouth. They have
Steve Mccreedy with 2: 10 standiq,g at lineback, as was a strong passing game, led by
remaining in the half. Lawrence Dave Rothschild at safety, returning quarterback Tom
took a comfortable 13-0 lead into pilfering another enemy pass for Robinso,n. His ends are potential
the locker room.
his fifth interception of the all-conference selections, one~
Things were quite different in season.
being a freshman. They will be
the third quarter, however. The
This week the Vikes face a met by a strong Lawrence
Pioneers of Grinnell broke the formidable Homecoming foe in secondary, one of the best in the
shutout early in the quarter with arch rival Ripon College. With Midwest. The game will be a
by Doug Fyfe
a four yard pass from quar- this contest one of the Midwest's close one with Lawrence's forIowa State. That r~ce is going to
Every autumn a tradition be just too close to call. Big Ten
terback Jeff Dick to end Wally oldest rivalries and the longest in tunes on the rise. A big crowd
Bowers. Three minutes later, the State continues. Since the two is expected for the 197i begins again for Americans fans can look again to that
quarterbac~ Dick hit on a 23 yard teams first clashed way back Homecoming, for what promises the tradition of college football. famous rivalry between the
Whether the game is being mighty Wolverines of Michigan
touchdown to Bowers again. when in 1893 nearly seventy to be an excellent contest.
played in Ann Arbor, Michigan or and the Ohio State .Buckeyes.
Normal, Illinois 1 people turn out Down South, Alabama, Auburn,
Midwest Conference
in droves to support their teams. Louisiana State·, and Arkansas
There is something that appeals have all shown enough power to
WLPis.Opp.
to the spectators, with them • make the top twenty teams.
"'
4 0 119 20, sensing that this is Americana at Pacific Eight fans will enjoy one
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA-It pass defense, giving up only 42 Cornell
4 0 174 ,26 its best. Every year seems to of the best races in years as USC,
yards. Cornell grabbed the pass Monmouth
will be "traditional rival day"
3 1 88 68 provide bigger and better teams,
Knox
offense
lead
with
an
189-yard
Saturday (Oct. 21) in the Midwest
UCLA, Stanford, and Washington
' 31 4532 and each year there is always one
all vie for the Rose Bowl trip.
Cnference and two of the games average and ranked No. 1 in St. Olaf
2
2
74
55
Ripon
"game of the century." i972 Penn State appears to have the
will match first division teams rushing defense with a 74-yard Coe
'
2 2 59 60 promises to be no exception.
finest team in the east, and
Monmouth and Cornell, tied for average.
1 3 52 99
Fevers were running high in represents a likely Lambert
Knox and Coe also moved up Lawrence
the league lead with undefeated
1
3
30
117
Lincoln, Nebraska, during the Trophy winner while Delaware is
records of 4-0, each will be on the Tuesday in the team statistics. Carleton
0 4 33 93 summer as pre-season polls leading in · the small college
road to play arch-rivals. Mon- Knox, which had been in sixth Beloit
0 4 33 137 showed Bob Devaney's Corn- ratings.
mouth will be at Iotox, which is place in total offense, jumped to Grinnell
third
place
with
a
332-yard
huskers rated an excellent
Every year, one also hears the
only a g~e behind the coTeam Offense
chance of being the almighty same complaints about college
leaders with a 3-1 mark. Cornell average. Coe, which had been
( Four-Game Averages)
football - the Number One team
will be at Coe, tied for fifth at 2-2. fifth in team defense, moved up
Rush. Pass. Total Number One team again. UCLA
Only one game separates two to third.
Monmouth
344 149 493 quickly dispatched of the idea. of is a popularity contest, the
Knox's
Rick Truttmann Cornell
Heisman trophy is a joke, and so
other arch-rivals with Ripon (2-2)
174 189 363 Nebraska's invinceability with a
on. The whole nation has it eyes
at Lawrence (1-3). Other games climbed into the thick of the in- Knox
266 66 332 victory over the Corn-huskers in
will have Carleton {1-3) at St. dividual scoring race. Truttmann Coe
236 74 310 the first game of the season. The fixed on college football, which
Olaf (3-1) and Beloit (0-4) at and Cornell's Jim Becia each Ripon
139 157 296 Trojans of Southern California just about dispels any criticism.
were ready to jump into the top · Such avid support of the game is
have scored five touchdowns for St. Olaf
Grinnell (0-4).
191 51 242
Cornell, posting a 19-0 victory 30 points, trailing league leader Grinnell
142 88 230 spot, and they have remained bound to evoke bad-mouthing
there since the beginning of the from the losers, but next week
over defending co-champion St. Al Shephered of Monmouth by Carleton
146 75 221
Olaf, became the Midwest one touchdown.
Lawrence .
117 100 217 season. There is no sure spot for those losers are out cheering for
any team in the top twenty. When their team to be winners. It is a
Conference's No. 1 club in ·both
Beloit
92 73 175
your team is up that high, you can mania that is · sweeping the
pass offense and in rushing
Games Saturday ( Oct. 21)
, be assured that everyone you country. As John McKay, head
defense, according to league
Team Defense
Ripon
at
Lawrence
play will be aiming to emerge the football coach at USC has said:
( Four-Game Averages)
statistics compiled Tuesday.
(Homecoming); Cornell at Coe
Monmouth, one of the statistical
Rush. Pass. Total victor. Any devout college "The only thing dull · about
(Homecoming); Carleton at St.
football is losing." But add to
leaders in NCAA small college
111 42 153 football fan probably would be
Olaf (Homecoming); Beloit at Monmouth
standings, continued to dominate
74 93 167 able to recite the top twenty football the color, excitement and
Grinnell (Parent-Alum Day); Cornell
glamour of college games, and
the overall team figur~s in the
Coe
155 95 250 teams forward and backward
Monmouth at Knox.
\
Midwest Conference. The Scots
140 113 253 upon request. College football nothing is dull. This is what
Knox
college football is today - a
averaged 493 per yards per game
Ripon
180 74 1..54 does that to people.
Results Last Saturday
Excellent conference races are colorful · institution in American
on offense in four games while
137 133 270
St. Olaf
Cornell 19, St. Olaf 9
life without which many
holding opponents to an average
Beloit
200 98 304 shaping up across the nation. The
Knox 36, Carleton 17
Americans would spend boring
of 153 yards. Monmouth also held
'}}J7 65 362 Big Eight has four teams in the
Lawrence
Lawrence 16, Grinnell 13
the top spot in rushing offense
219 194 413 · top twenty, with Oklahoma weekends. It is here· to stay, so
Grinnell
Monmouth 16, Coe 12
with a 344-yard average and in
Carleton
327 114 441 leading Nebraska, Colorado, and enjoy it as soon as possible.
Ripon 27, Beloit 20

Vike -11 Wins First
Meet Rival Redinen

College Football
Having Big Year

Around The Con_fere nee

·When this 25-year-old researcher
wanted to investigate a possible cancer treatment,
we gave him the go-ahead.
We also gave him the right to fail.
At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt
the pressure of modern technology and the need for young,
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,
and then give them as much responsibility as they can handle. Whatever their age.
We have departments and.divisions, like any company.
What we don't -have are preconceived ideas about how an
expert scientist's time should be spent. So when we received
a request from the medical community for assistance in experimenting with lasers as a possible cancer treatment, we
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll, who is deep in laser tech-

nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He built two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has donated to the
National Institute of Health. ·
The lasers proved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
technology because we have a stake in business. We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
means of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the
future of mankind.
To put it another way, we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own needs, we have often fur- .
thered society's. After all, our business depends on our society. So we care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.

